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Region-Based Multimodal Image Fusion
Using ICA Bases
Nedeljko Cvejic, David Bull, and Nishan Canagarajah
Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel multimodal image
fusion algorithm in the independent component analysis (ICA)
domain. Region-based fusion of ICA coefficients is implemented,
where segmentation is performed in the spatial domain and ICA
coefficients from separate regions are fused separately. The ICA
coefficients from given regions are consequently weighted using
the Piella fusion metric in order to maximize the quality of the
fused image. The proposed method exhibits significantly higher
performance than the basic ICA algorithm and also shows im-
provement over other state-of-the-art algorithms.
Index Terms—Fusion metrics, image fusion, independent com-
ponent analysis (ICA), region-based fusion.
I. INTRODUCTION
RECENT advances in sensor technology, microelectronics,and wireless communications have enabled the develop-
ment of low-cost, multifunctional sensor nodes with sensing,
data processing, memory, battery, and communication compo-
nents [1], [2]. These have naturally evolved into sensor net-
works. Simultaneously, the mentioned advances have aroused
a need for processing techniques that efficiently combine the
information from different sensors into a single composite for
interpretation [3].
Multisensor data often presents complementary information
about the region surveyed, so data fusion provides an effec-
tive method to enable comparison and analysis of such data
[4]. Image and video fusion is a sub area of the more gen-
eral topic of data fusion, dealing with image and video data.
The aim of image fusion, apart from reducing the amount of
data, is to create new images that are more suitable for the pur-
poses of human/machine perception, and for further image-pro-
cessing tasks such as segmentation, object detection, or target
recognition in applications such as remote sensing and medical
imaging.
The fusion of multimodality images and video sources is
becoming increasingly important for surveillance purposes,
navigation, and object tracking applications. The main reason
for combining visible and infrared (IR) sensors is that a fused
image, constructed by combination of features, enables im-
proved detection and unambiguous localization of a target
(represented in the IR image) with respect to its background
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(represented in the visible image) [5]. A human operator using
a suitably fused representation of visible and IR images may,
therefore, be able to construct a more complete and accurate
mental representation of the perceived scene, resulting in a
larger degree of situation awareness [6].
The image fusion process can be performed at different levels
of information representation: signal, pixel, feature, and sym-
bolic level. Nikolov et al. [7] proposed a classification of image
fusion algorithms into spatial domain and transform domain
techniques. The transform domain image fusion consists of per-
forming a transform on each input image and, following spe-
cific rules, combining them into a composite transform domain
representation. The composite image is obtained by applying
the inverse transform on this composite transform domain rep-
resentation. Instead of using a standard bases system, such as
the DFT, the mother wavelet or cosine bases of the DCT, one
can train a set of bases that are suitable for a specific type of
image. A training set of image patches, which are acquired ran-
domly from images of similar content, can be used to train a
set of statistically independent bases. This is known as indepen-
dent component analysis (ICA) [8]. Recently, several algorithms
have been proposed [9], in which ICA and bases are used for
transform domain image fusion.
In this paper, we refine the approach by a novel multimodal
image fusion algorithm in the ICA domain. This uses sepa-
rate training subsets for visible and IR images to determine the
most important regions in the input images and, consequently,
fuses the ICA coefficients using fusion metrics to maximize the
quality of the fused image.
II. IMAGE ANALYSIS USING ICA
In order to obtain a set of statistically independent bases for
image fusion in the ICA domain, training is performed with a
predefined set of images. Training images are selected in such
a way that the content and statistical properties are similar for
the training images and the images to be fused. An input image
is randomly windowed using a rectangular window of
size , centered around the pixel The result of
windowing is an “image patch” which is defined as [7]
(1)
where and take integer values from the interval
. Each image patch can be represented by a linear
combination of a set of basis patches
(2)
where stand for the projections of the original
image patch on the basis patch, i.e., .
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A 2-D representation of the image patches can be simplified to a
1-D representation, using lexicographic ordering. This implies
that an image patch is reshaped into a vector , mapping
all the elements from the image patch matrix to the vector in a
row-wise fashion. Decomposition of image patches into a linear
combination of basis patches can the be expressed as follows:
(3)
where represents the image patch index. If we denote
and , then (3) reduces to
(4)
(5)
Thus, represents an unknown mixing matrix
(analysis kernel) and the unmixing matrix
(synthesis kernel). This transform projects the observed signal
on a set of basis vectors. The aim is to estimate a finite set
of basis vectors that will be capable of capturing most
of the input image properties and structure.
In the first stage of basis estimation, principal component
analysis (PCA) is used for dimensionality reduction. This is ob-
tained by eigenvalue decomposition of the data correlation ma-
trix . The eigenvalues of the correlation matrix
illustrate the significance of their corresponding basis vector
[9]. If is the obtained PCA matrix, the input image
patches are transformed by
(6)
After the PCA preprocessing step, we select the statistically in-
dependent basis vectors using the optimization of the negen-
tropy. The following rule defines a FastICA approach that opti-
mizes negentropy, as proposed in [8]:
(7)
(8)
where defines the statistical properties
of the signals in the transform domain [8].
In our implementation, we used
(9)
where and are constants and is a small constant to pre-
vent numerical instability, in the case that [8]. After the
input image patches are transformed to their ICA domain
representations , we can perform image fusion in the ICA
domain in the same manner as it is performed in, for example,
the wavelet domain}. The equivalent vectors from each
image are combined in the ICA domain to obtain a new image
. The method that combines the coefficients in the ICA
domain is called the “fusion rule.” After the composite image
is constructed in the ICA domain, we can move back to
the spatial domain, using the synthesis kernel , and synthesize
the image .
III. PROPOSED FUSION METHOD USING ICA
A. Separated Training Sets
In the proposed method, training images are separated in two
groups prior to the training process, IR and visible. The training
uses a set of IR images and a set of visible images, with con-
tent comparable to the test set. A number of rectangular patches
used for training was randomly selected from the training im-
ages. The introduction of separate training subsets provides us
with two sets of ICA bases. The first set is used to decompose
the IR input image patches and the second
subset to transform the visible input image patches to ICA do-
main .
Separate ICA basis sets for decomposition of the input im-
ages are more specifically trained to capture statistical proper-
ties of the specific modality of the input (IR/visual). This en-
ables the proposed method to outperform the standard method
[9], in which images of both IR and visible modality are used
for training, and which results in an “average” ICA basis set that
is not able to take the full advantage of ICA decomposition. It
is important to note that before the reconstruction of the fused
image in the pixel domain, it is necessary to normalize the en-
ergy of the two ICA bases subsets. The normalization provides
the necessary amplitude balance between the ICA coefficients.
B. Region-Based Fusion of ICA Coefficients
Several features can be employed in the estimation of the con-
tribution of each input image to the fused output image. For ex-
ample, the authors in [9] use the mean absolute value of each
ICA coefficient as an activity indicator in each input image
(10)
As the ICA bases tend to focus on the edge information, large
values for correspond to increased activity in
the patch, e.g., the existence of edges or a specific texture. Based
on this observation, the standard ICA image fusion method di-
vides the ICA domain coefficients in two groups [9]. The first
group consists of the regions that contain details ( larger
then a threshold) and the second group contains the region with
background information ( smaller then a threshold). The
threshold that determines whether a region is “active” or “non-
active” is set heuristically. As a result, the segmentation map
is created for the IR input image
(11)
as well as for the visible input image . The segmentation
maps of input images are combined to form a single segmenta-
tion map, using the logical OR operator
(12)
After the input images are segmented into active and nonac-
tive regions, different fusion rules can be used for fusion of
each group of regions. However, the threshold in (11) that de-
termines the “activity” of a region is set heuristically. Thus, the
regions obtained by thresholding of the ICA coefficients do not
always correspond to objects in the images to be fused. Our ex-
periments showed that important objects in the IR input images
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Fig. 1. Segmentation and region selection prior to fusion. (a) IR input image. (b) Visible input image. (c) Regions obtained by joint segmentation of the input
images. (d) The image mask: white from IR, gray from visible.
(e.g., a person or a smaller object) are often masked by textured
high-energy background in the visual image. In this case, the im-
portant objects from the IR image become blurred or, in extreme
cases, completely masked. Therefore, we perform segmentation
in the spatial domain and then fuse patches from separate re-
gions separately. This differs from the methods in [9] and [10]
where the fusion was performed on a more general, pixel level.
C. The Segmentation Algorithm
The quality of the segmentation algorithm is of vital impor-
tance to the fusion process. An adapted version of the combined
morphological-spectral unsupervised image segmentation algo-
rithm is used, which is described in [11], enabling it to handle
multimodal images. The algorithm works in two stages. The
first stage produces an initial segmentation by using both tex-
tured and non-textured regions. The detail coefficients of the
dual-tree complex wavelet transform (DT-CWT) are used to
process texture. The gradient function is applied to all levels
and orientations of the DT-CWT coefficients and up-sampled
to be combined with the gradient of the intensity information to
give a perceptual gradient. The larger gradients indicate possible
edge locations. The watershed transform of the perceptual gra-
dient gives an initial segmentation. The second stage uses these
primitive regions to produce a graph representation of the image
which is processed using a spectral clustering technique.
The method can use either intensity information or textural
information or both to obtain the segmentation map. This flex-
ibility is useful for multimodal fusion where some a priori in-
formation of the sensor types is known. For example, IR im-
ages tend to lack textural information with most features having
a similar intensity value throughout the region. Therefore, we
have used an intensity only segmentation map, as it gives better
results than a texture-based segmentation.
The segmentation can be performed either separately or
jointly. For separate segmentation, each of the input images
generates an independent segmentation map for each image
(13)
where represent detail coefficients of the DT-CWT used in
segmentation. Alternatively, information from all images could
be used to produce a joint segmentation map
(14)
In general, jointly segmented images work better for fusion [12].
This is because the segmentation map will contain a minimum
number of regions to represent all the features in the scene most
efficiently. A problem can occur for separately segmented im-
ages, where different images have different features or features
which appear as slightly different sizes in different modalities.
Where regions partially overlap, if the overlapped region is in-
correctly dealt with, artefacts will be introduced and the extra
regions created to deal with the overlap will increase the time
taken to fuse the images.
D. Calculation of Priority and Fusion Rules
After the images are jointly segmented, it is essential to de-
termine the importance of regions in each of the input images.
We have decided to use the normalized Shannon entropy of a
region as the priority. Thus, the priority is given as
(15)
with the convention , where is the size of the
region in input image and are detail
coefficients of the DT-CWT used in segmentation. Finally, a
mask is generated that determines which image each region
should come from in the fused image. An example of the IR
input image, visual input image, performed joint segmentation
and the image fusion mask is given in Fig. 1.
E. Reconstruction of the Fused Image Using Fusion Metrics
In addition, we implement a novel method for reconstruction
of the fused image, using statistical properties of the both input
images. In the standard ICA method, reconstruction of the fused
image is performed on the patch-per-patch base [9]
(16)
where represents the th patch of the fused image
and is the th frame obtained by inverse transform of the
fused ICA coefficients. is the mean value of the corre-
sponding frame from the IR input image and is
the mean value of the corresponding frame from the visual input
image . We propose a new approach for reconstruction
of the fused image
(17)
Weights and are used to
balance the contributions from both visual and IR images in the
synthesis of the fused image. Weighting coefficients are set to
a predefined value (e.g., and ) and then grad-
ually increased/decreased. One of the fusion performance met-
rics [13], [14] is calculated at each step. We decided to exploy
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Fig. 2. Fusion performance for “UN Camp” image sequence. Comparison of fusion performance versus number of training patches for the proposed and standard
ICA fusion method. (left) Piella metric. (right) Petrovic metric.
the Piella metric [13] and Petrovic metric [14] because these
are the most widespread tools for evaluation of image fusion al-
gorithms. When the maximum value of a fusion performance
metric is reached, the process stops and reconstruction of the
fused image is performed with the calculated weights. In that
sense, the weighting coefficients are chosen so that the quality
of the fused image is maximized.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed image fusion method was tested in different
surveillance scenarios with two modalities: IR and visible. In
order to make a comparison between the proposed method and
the standard ICA method, the images were fused using the
approach described in [9]. We compared these results with a
simple averaging method, the ratio method [15], the Laplace
transform (LT) [16], and the DT-CWT [12]. Before performing
image fusion, the ICA bases were trained using a set of five
IR images and five visible images, with content comparable
to the test set. A number of rectangular patches
used for training was randomly selected from the training set.
Lexicographic ordering was applied to the image patches and
then PCA performed. Following this, a number of the most
important bases were selected, according to the eigenvalues
corresponding to these bases. After that, the ICA update rule
in (7) was iterated until convergence. ICA coefficients were
obtained using the principle described in Section II, while
reconstruction of the fused image was performed using opti-
mization based on the Piella fusion performance metric [13].
A. Comparison With the Standard ICA Image Fusion Method
Initially, experiments were focused on evaluating the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm and comparison with the stan-
dard ICA fusion algorithm. In order to compare how the fu-
sion algorithm’s performance depends on the training process,
the impact of the number of training patches taken from the
training set was tested. The number of images in the training set
was fixed at ten for the standard ICA fusion method and at five
images per subset of training images in the IR and visible do-
main, for the proposed method. The number of training patches
taken from the training set (subsets) was then varied from 100 to
40 000 in order to evaluate both algorithms’ performance with
different number of training patches. Size of training patches
was 8 8 and 32 of the most significant bases ob-
tained by training are selected using the PCA algorithm.
The results in Figs. 2 and 4 show that the proposed algorithm
significantly outperforms the standard ICA fusion algorithm for
the UN Camp and Octec surveillance image sequences, with con-
stantly higher scores in terms of both Piella and Petrovic met-
rics. Figs. 3 and 5 depict examples of fused images for the stan-
dard and proposed ICA fusion algorithm, where different num-
bers of training patches are used. Visual (subjective) comparison
between methods indicates that our method is far superior to the
basic ICA method: for example, it is clear that the fence detail
from the visual image is far better transferred into the fused image
in the proposed method. In addition, the details of the tree in the
visual image are visually more pleasing and the human figure is
much more bright in the proposed method than in the fused image
obtained by the standard ICA method. It is also noticeable that
the performance of the proposed method is less dependent on the
number of training patches then the standard ICA fusion method.
In addition, the proposed method trained by only 200 training
patches outperforms the standard ICA method trained by 40 000
training patches, measured by both fusion metrics. Therefore,
the proposed algorithm needs a significantly shorter training
process in order to obtain fusion performance comparable to,
or above, the performance of the standard ICA method.
B. Comparison With the State-of-the-Art Image Fusion
Methods
The proposed image fusion method was tested against several
state-of-the-art image fusion methods in two modalities: IR and
visible. The images used in experiments are surveillance images
from TNO Human Factors and Octec Ltd., publicly available at
the Image Fusion web site [17]. Image sequence “UN Camp”
consists of 32 images (32 visual and 32 IR images), image se-
quence “Octec” has 25 images and image sequences “Trees”
and “Dune” contain 19 images. In order to make a comparison
between the proposed method and the standard ICA method, the
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Fig. 3. Subjective fusion results. (a) Input IR image. (b) Input visible image. (c) Fused image using standard ICA fusion and 100 training patches. (d) Fused image
using proposed method and 100 training patches. (e) Standard ICA fusion and 10 000 training patches. (f) Proposed method and 10 000 training patches.
Fig. 4. Fusion performance for “Octec” image sequence. Comparison of fusion performance versus number of training patches for the proposed and standard ICA
fusion method. (left) Piella metric. (right) Petrovic metric.
Authorized licensed use limited to: UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL. Downloaded on January 22, 2009 at 10:10 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply.
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Fig. 5. Subjective fusion results. (a) Input IR image. (b) Input visible image. (c) Fused image using standard ICA fusion and 100 training patches. (d) Fused image
using proposed method and 100 training patches. (e) Standard ICA fusion and 10 000 training patches. (f) Proposed method and 10 000 training patches.
images were fused using the approach described in [9]. We com-
pared these results with a simple averaging method, the ratio
method [15], the LT [16] and the DT-CWT [12]. In the multires-
olution methods (LT, DT-CWT), a five-level decomposition is
used and fusion is performed by selecting the coefficient with a
maximum absolute value, except for the case of the lowest res-
olution subband where the mean value is used.
The images fused using these algorithms are given in Figs. 5
and 6, together with IR and visible input images. The proposed
and standard ICA method were trained using 10 000 training
patches taken from a set of images with similar content. Size of
training patches was and 32 of the most significant
bases obtained by training are selected using the PCA algorithm.
It should be noted that the adaptive fused image reconstruction
adds 1%–2% of computational overhead to the standard, non-
adaptive ICA fusion algorithm.
Visual (subjective) comparison between methods indicates
that our method is far superior to the basic ICA method, but
also that the proposed weighted ICA method outperforms the
LT and DT-CWT methods: for example, in Fig. 6, it is clear that
the fence detail from the visual image is far better transferred
into the fused image in the proposed method than in the stan-
dard ICA method. In addition, the details of the tree in the visual
image are visually more pleasing in the proposed method than
in the DT-CWT approach, although the person is brighter in the
DT-CWT fused image. In Fig. 7, it is obvious that the proposed
method outperforms standard ICA as the landscape structure is
better represented in the fused image and the terrain informa-
tion is more clear in the proposed ICA method compared with
the DT-CWT and LT methods.
The results in Table I show the proposed algorithm signifi-
cantly outperforms the standard ICA fusion algorithm for the
tested surveillance image sequences, with constantly higher
scores in terms of fusion metrics. The proposed method also
exhibits higher performance than the multiresolution methods in
most cases, except for the case of the Dune sequence, where the
best results are obtained by the DT-CWT fusion method. The ad-
vantage in terms of metric values is accentuated for the Petrovic
metric, because of its higher dynamics (smaller differences in the
fused image are discriminated with larger difference in the metric
grade). The metrics’ values confirm the subjective assessment
that the images obtained using the proposed algorithm generally
incorporate more information from the visible image together
with the important details from the IR image.
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Fig. 6. Subjective fusion results. (a) Input IR image. (b) Input visible image. (c) Fused image using averaging. (d) Fused image using ratio pyramid. (e) Fused
image using Laplace pyramid. (f) Fused image using DT-CWT. (g) Fused image using standard ICA method. (h) Fused image using the proposed ICA method.
Fig. 7. Subjective fusion results. (a) Input IR image. (b) Input visible image. (c) Fused image using averaging. (d) Fused image using ratio pyramid. (e) Fused
image using Laplace pyramid. (f) Fused image using DT-CWT. (g) Fused image using standard ICA method. (h) Fused image using the proposed ICA method.
Authorized licensed use limited to: UNIVERSITY OF BRISTOL. Downloaded on January 22, 2009 at 10:10 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply.
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF IMAGE FUSION METHODS MEASURED BY THE
STANDARD FUSION METRICS
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described an improved image fusion
algorithm based on ICA. In the proposed method, images used
for training ICA bases are separated in two groups prior to the
training process, one consisting of IR images and the second
consisting of visible images. Region-based fusion of ICA coef-
ficients is implemented, where segmentation is performed in the
spatial domain and ICA coefficients from separate regions fused
separately. Weighting of the ICA bases during reconstruction of
the fused image by using the fusion metrics is used to maximize
the performance of the proposed method.
Experimental results confirm that the proposed method
exhibits significantly better fusion than basic ICA method,
achieving higher scores using both Piella and Petrovic metrics.
The proposed method also outperforms the state-of-the-art
algorithms, both in terms of subjective quality and fusion
metric values. Finally, it is important to note that the proposed
ICA-based algorithm clearly offers improved performance in
scenarios where contextual information is available. However,
the increased performance comes at a cost of increased compu-
tational complexity of the fusion process.
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